Plan Your Success

Next Generation Business Process Management with ADONIS

ADONIS – make processes work
Processes Make the Difference

Benefit from comprehensive tool support provided by ADONIS

Successful companies manage and continuously improve their processes. By conducting sustainable business process management you will be able to more easily align to your customers’ ever evolving requirements, make use of resources in a more efficient way and realize your organizational goals.

Would you like to …?

• Improve collaboration between all stakeholders of your organization
• Optimize and standardize process execution
• Identify and improve value adding processes and unleash unused potentials to improve performance
• Minimize risks and help your organization to comply with legal documentation requirements
• Involve all of your employees in the continuous improvement process
• Boost quality and customer satisfaction in a sustainable way

... then ADONIS is the right tool for you!

ADONIS has been our reliable partner in business process management for over 10 years.

Dimitrios Papageorgiou, Process Engineering Manager, OMV AG
Seven Good Reasons

For process management with ADONIS

Easy and intuitive handling
Modern, web-based, clearly structured, personalized and a modelling editor that leaves nothing to be desired. ADONIS ensures that you can concentrate on the essentials: your processes.

More than modelling
Extensive functionality for process analysis and graphical reporting, integrated DMS and release mechanisms and interfaces to implement and deploy processes. This enables you to assess processes and structures and improve process performance sustainably.

Process management as team work
The tool tailored for all roles; gain access at your desk or online. Collaborative process management allows you to involve all stakeholders directly: Process experts, business analysts, process owners and all employees working with and executing the processes.

Open and flexible
A comprehensive best practice modelling library, with integrated BPMN 2.0, supports you and your different process management scenarios. Flexibly extend ADONIS, its method and functionality at any time.

Well-positioned for all future challenges
State-of-the art web-technology and support: from simple modelling to extensive management scenarios, ADONIS ensures that you are well-prepared and positioned for all future business process management tasks.

All-in-one
The right tool, competent support and first-class consulting services. You benefit from security of investment and bundled process management know-how.

Proven, world-wide
In all sectors, on all continents, with more than 30,000 installations. Benefit from more than 20 years of experience in business process management.
Features & Application Areas

Achieve various goals and implement different scenarios

- **Design and document**
  Model intuitively and collaboratively and create transparency in a structured way: Map Processes, Documents, Products, IT and Organisational units and understand their interdependencies.

- **Communicate**
  Publish processes electronically in the ADONIS Process Portal, create working instructions and process handbooks: flexible, target-group-focused and in several languages.

- **Analyze**
  Spot improvement potential in the processes and organization: Intuitive reporting and graphical analysis to better understand the relations in the repository and impact of decisions.

- **Optimize**
  Standardize, accelerate procedures, and reduce cycle times and costs: Assess different options, determine required capacities and minimize waiting times.
Implement processes
Successful implementation of processes, independent of the target system: Proven, standardized interfaces and support for test case management, roll-out and online help.

Measure process performance
Measure to control and manage effectively and improve process performance: Define indicators, mash up data from different systems and reporting and dashboard displays.

Continuously improve
Involve all employees and continuously improve processes: Intuitive, mobile web portals, individual views and the possibility for everyone to actively participate and make themselves heard.

Manage risks
Create internal control systems, make them part of the organization and improve them on an ongoing basis: Risk analysis, control definition and ongoing evaluation and assessment.

ADONIS provided us with greater transparency on complex manufacturing processes.

Christine Schmetz, QSE Systems Manager, Emerson Climate Technologies
Improve Process Performance

Improve your company’s results with ADONIS in a sustainable way

- Increase ROI & revenue
- Minimize risks
- Increase efficiency
- Use resources effectively
- Increase quality
- Reduce cycle times
- Reduce costs
- Increase customer satisfaction

ADONIS has been the leading tool for business process management for many years now. The positive opinions and trust of our customers honour us and we are proud of our long-lasting, successful partnerships.

Andreas Pletscher, Head Processes and Organisation, Schroders & Co Bank AG
With the BOC Group as a partner you can rely on dedicated expert knowledge to successfully raise your process management initiatives and projects to the next level. BOC’s consultants and trainers possess proven practical experience and sound methodological and industry know-how that will support you in many ways:

- Developing process management know-how in your organization
- Structuring your process landscape and process blueprinting
- Process acquisition and analysis
- Process analysis and process maturity assessments
- Implementation of target operating and reference models
- Process optimization
- Compliance and Audit Management
- Creating internal risk and control management systems
- Requirement engineering for application and system development
- Implementing process controlling and systems for measuring business process performance

**BOC Group – Benefit from more than 20 years of experience in IT-based management solutions.**
Intrigued?

www.boc-group.com/ADONIS